How to Satisfy the HUM-1 Requirement in the Liberal Studies Major

Do you have AP credit in a foreign language?

YES ➔ You have satisfied both the HUM-1 requirement and foreign language requirement. [done]

NO ➔

Did you take three or more years of a foreign language in high school?

NO ➔ Complete a second semester foreign language class (this will satisfy both the HUM-1 and foreign language requirement). [done]

YES ➔

Do you want to take more foreign language?

NO ➔ Take a Religious Studies class (101 or 103); or Take Philosophy 101. [done]

YES ➔

Do you want to try a new language?

NO ➔ Take a class in the same language that is at a higher level than your high school language (see an advisor to select the appropriate class level). [done]

YES ➔

Take the first semester class of any new foreign language (see an advisor to complete a petition). [done]

NOTE: If you believe you have satisfied the HUM-1 requirement through one of these five means, but your web portal degree evaluation does not reflect it, please see an advisor.